Analysis of chromosome 6p in Spanish families with recessive polycystic kidney disease.
Several previous reports have suggested that autosomal recessive polycystic kidney disease (ARPKD) is caused by mutations in a single gene (the PKDH1 gene). Linkage analysis showed a positive linkage for polymorphic markers at the short arm of chromosome 6 (6p) in all families. PKHD1 has not been cloned. Recombinants in the critical region would permit the narrowing of the 6p interval containing the PKHD1 gene, thus facilitating the final identification (cloning) of this gene. Our study included 30 Spanish families. Each family consisted of both parents and at least two children, with at least one diagnosed with ARPKD by clinical and pathological parameters. DNA was obtained and 6p microsatellite markers were used to establish haplotypes for each family. A positive linkage to chromosome 6p was found for all families. In 2 cases, recombinants in the region containing the PKHD1 gene were found. These families will help narrow the size of the 6p region, facilitating the efforts to position and clone the PKHD1 gene. In conclusion, our analysis of Spanish ARPKD families confirms the lack of linkage heterogeneity. This suggests that mutations at a single locus on chromosome 6p21.1-p12 are responsible for the broad clinical spectrum of variable phenotypes.